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Byways
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 Recent History of Gift Planning and Principal Gifts
 
 Gift Planning: Expansion and Consolidation
 - 1990’s Rapid expansion of planned giving.
 - Coincided with period of unprecedented U.S. economic growth.
 - The bear market and beyond: Stock market collapse and prolonged bear market
    of the early 2000’s.
 - Dispelled promises of short-term results.
 - Some reduced or eliminated resources devoted to promoting planned giving.
 - Others adopted a long-term perspective and redoubled efforts to build lasting
    relationships with constituents and steward existing donors.
 - Today, some charities are expanding planned giving programs.
    (1) Confident of untapped philanthropic potential.
    (2) Committed to building long-term relationships with donors.
    (3) Convinced of need to promote full range of gift strategies.
 - Growing trend of “blending” traditional major and planned gift programs at
    many charities.
 
 Emergence of Principal Gift Programs
 - Era of mega-campaigns in the 1990’s, some topped $1 billion.
 - Gift pyramid: success inevitably depended on a small number of very large,
    gifts, accounting for significant portion of total campaign dollars raised.
 - Shifted traditional 80/20 dollars/donors ratio to 90/10 and beyond.
 
 Mega-gifts
 - Generally involved lengthy process of cultivation, engagement and
    solicitation involving the charity’s CEO, board members, peer contributors, and
    senior advancement professionals.
 - Transformational impact created new, top levels of giving: “principal gifts”.
 - Traditional major gift/planned gift distinction no longer fits for these gifts.
 
 
 Principal Gifts Defined
 - Defining principal gifts: some common, but no uniform definitions.
 - Often different gift levels to define what constitutes a principal gift.
 - Principal gifts often represent the largest gifts that are ever made to a charity.
 - Are all large gifts principal gifts?
 - Many principal gifts combine elements of outright and deferred gifts.
 - Transformational impact and often lifelong relationship with the donor(s) may
    be a defining characteristic.
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 Impact of High-end Principal Gifts
 - All about transformation…transforming the present and future of a charitable
   organization.
 - The nature of transformation: donors responding to exciting, compelling visions
    and dreams, or following their passions.
 - Transformation comes in significant increments versus gradual changes that
    typically occur over time at most charities.
 - Made in response to transformational goals and vision. Such vision and goals
              often form the basis for a comprehensive fundraising campaign.

 
 Principal Gift Market and Donor Profile
 - Personal wealth that far exceeds desired objectives for family wealth transfer.
 - High net worth individuals following the example of Warren Buffet
   and leaving their heirs only a portion of their estates.
 - These individuals also want to have a hand in implementing their
    philanthropy, while they are alive.
 - Age is often not a determining factor----donors can be young or elderly.
 - Donors typically want to pursue their passions----wise charitable organizations
   will help nurture a donor’s awareness of those passions.
 - Stable charitable organizations with history and future that surpass generations.
 - Stable charitable organizations with a track record of handling the acquisition
    and investment of substantial and sophisticated gifts.

Involving Gift Planning and Planners in Principal Gifts
- Process or product?
  (1) From the development administration perspective.
  (2) From the gift planners perspective.
  (3) From the donor’s perspective.

            - Attributes of Principal Gifts Officers and Gift Planning Officers.
   (1) Teamwork (work independently and as a member of a team).
   (2) Collaboration with senior staff.
   (3) Comfort with volunteers and institutional leadership.
   (4) Inherent understanding of the importance of shared knowledge.
   (5) Strategic view of every prospect over a period of time.
   (6) Experience working with complex documents and/or gift scenarios.
   (7) Entrepreneurial.
   (8) Look in the Mirror: what type of planned giving officer are you?
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 Relationship Building
 - Identifying, recognizing and developing donor passions are key to securing
   optimal principal gift-level commitments.
 - An awareness that the entire lifecycle of giving is essential (taking time to think
   about strategic stewardship as well).
 - Taking initiative to develop a “presidential priority” list of top donors, and then
    regularly cultivating institutional leaders’ investment in development
    relationships with these donors.
 - An ability to focus deeply on a limited number of prospective donors, (5 to15),
    while also nurturing the relationships of a broader cohort of prospective
    supporters, e.g. 30-50.
 - An ability to balance both the desire for current gift commitments (outright or
    deferred) with an understanding that the optimal gift commitment is borne of
    donor confidence and psychological investment in your institution. Optimal
    gifts take time.
 - Organizational backing (and investment in) a principal gifts effort that focuses
    on building lifelong relationships, even if currently, those donors are not viewed
    as viable donors in the next two to five years. Oftentimes, by “staying the
    course” when individuals who are not currently philanthropic turn their
    attention to charitable giving, your organization may benefit by “being there”,
    consistently over time.
 - Cultivate with principal gift donors the sense that they are key to the institution’s
    future. Involve them as top opinion makers, not just vital financial supporters.
 
 
 Principal Gift Fundraising
 - Dependent on consistent, coordinated, strategic, intentional relationship
    building.
 - Focused on building partnerships with carefully selected individuals whose
    wealth enables them to have a transformational impact on a charity.
 - Charity must have clear, ambitious goals, values, vision and mission and being
    able to successfully match those to the dreams, passions, and personal values of
    each prospective donor.
 - Principal gifts are cultivated individually and strategically, over a long period of
    time.
 - Require highest possible degree of institutional coordination and integration to
    engage potential philanthropic partner. Teamwork is paramount.
 - Institution’s top leadership and key volunteers must be willing to be engaged in
    the building of relationships with prospective donors capable of making
    principal gifts.
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 Implementing a Principal Gifts Program
            - Internal Fundamentals
              (1) Integrate with the charity’s mission, vision and strategic goals.

  (2) Requires intentional, strategic effort to tap maximum philanthropic potential.
   (3) President, CEO, Provost, top administrative leaders.
   (4) Key volunteers.
   (5) Requires understanding by senior leadership that principal gifts generally
        occur only after months if not years of strategic, intentional relationship-
        building that will not necessarily be accompanied by significant, current gifts
        in the short-term. Required minimum five- to ten-year commitment to
        succeed; similar to the establishment of gift planning programs 25 years ago.

- Prospects
   (1)Research: Blend science and art with qualification ultimately dependent on
                  personal contact.
   (2) Prospect Management, Assignment and Coordination: Shifting the culture
        regarding prospect management from ownership to partnership.
   (3) Engage prospects for a life-long relationship, not a one-time mega-gift
   (4) Staging and the giving cycle.
   (5) Stewardship.
   (6) Gift reporting policies that recognize ALL types of gifts.
   (7) Shared credit.
   (8) Where staff fit in: ceo-vision, staff-details.
 - Big Ideas: process for generating the vision, business plans, and budgets.
   (Idea Architecture)
 
 
 Summary: Vision, Prospects, Strategies, Teamwork
 1. Creating awareness of the need OR Communicating the vision?
 2. Define and stage the prospect pool.
 3. Develop long-term strategies for prospect cultivation and solicitation.
 4. Submitting a plan / Presenting the case.
 5. Obtaining commitment.
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